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ABSTRACT: Understanding how the sources of an atmospheric
organic aerosol (OA) govern its burden is crucial for assessing its
impact on the environment and adopting proper control strategies.
In this study, the sources of OA over Beijing were assessed year-
around based on the combination of two separation approaches for
OA, one from chemical fractionation into the high-polarity fraction
of water-soluble organic matter (HP-WSOM), humic-like sub-
stances (HULIS), and water-insoluble organic matter (WISOM),
and the other from statistical grouping using positive matrix
factorization (PMF) of high-resolution aerosol mass spectra.
Among the three OA fractions, HP-WSOM has the highest O/C
ratio (1.36), followed by HULIS (0.56) and WISOM (0.17). The
major sources of different OA fractions were distinct: HP-WSOM
was dominated by more oxidized oxygenated OA (96%); HULIS by cooking-like OA (40%), less oxidized oxygenated OA (27%),
and biomass burning OA (21%); and WISOM by fossil fuel OA (77%). In addition, our results provide evidence that mass spectral-
based PMF factors are associated with specific substructures in molecules. These structures are further discussed in the context of the
FT-IR results. This study presents an overall relationship of OA groups monitored by chemical and statistical approaches for the first
time, providing insights for future source apportionment studies.

■ INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric aerosols play an important role in the earth’s
radiative balance and have adverse effects on human health.1

However, our limited understanding of atmospheric aerosols
induces one of the largest uncertainties in the prediction of
climate forcing and impedes the development of appropriate
control strategies to improve air quality. In particular, a better
understanding of the sources and formation processes of
aerosols is crucial to understanding their abundances and
properties, both of which are fundamental to their environ-
mental impacts. Among aerosol components, the organic
aerosol (OA) component constitutes a large fraction (20−
90%)2 with a highly complex composition. Because the
environmental impacts of OA depend on its diverse chemical
and physical properties, understanding the sources of OA, a
factor governing OA properties, is important. However, a clear
understanding of the sources of a myriad of individual OA
compounds is unachievable using currently available techniques.
Hence, categorizing OA components into groups that share
some similarities and studying the sources of these groups is a
more practical approach to understanding OA. One of the
approaches to separating OA into groups is the fractionation of
OA components based on their physicochemical properties,3

and the other is statistical analysis such as positive matrix

factorization (PMF), i.e., mathematical separation of OA
groups.4 Although each of them has been widely utilized in
OA studies, there is limited understanding of the link between
these two grouping methods.
Physicochemical separation methods, including solvent

extraction, solid-phase extraction (SPE), size exclusive chroma-
tography (SEC), liquid chromatography (LC), and thermal
carbon analysis, have been used for the composition and
property studies of OA.3,5,6 For solvent extraction, water is
widely used to extract water-soluble organic matter (WSOM),
which accounts for 10−80% of OA.7 A number of studies have
been performed to characterize its composition, properties, and
sources.8−11 Humic-like substances (HULIS), a mixture of
organic compounds isolated from WSOM, have attracted
increasing attention because of their ubiquity, light absorption
capability, and adverse health effects.12−15 The remaining part of
WSOM is a high-polarity fraction (HP-WSOM), which may
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affect the hygroscopicity of aerosols.16 Despite attracting less
attention than WSOM, water-insoluble organic matter
(WISOM) shows significant light absorptivity and toxicity.17−19

Recently, these fractions have been isolated from the same set of
atmospheric aerosol samples using solvent extraction and SPE
methods.3 OA fractions were associated with specific sources
and formation pathways; for example, water-soluble organic
carbon (WSOC) was reported to be similar to oxygenated OA
(OOA) in Tokyo.9 HULIS is closely associated with biomass
burning and secondary processes,12 and WISOM is related to
fossil fuel sources.20 However, our understanding of the
association of OA fractions with specific sources and formation
pathways is still crude. A better understanding of this association
should help to understand the mechanisms controlling the
burden and properties of OA.
For the source apportionment of atmospheric aerosols,

receptor models including the chemical mass balance (CMB)
model, principal component analysis, and PMF have been
widely used.21 PMF analysis has the advantage that detailed
prior knowledge of sources is not required.4,21 An aerosol mass
spectrometer (AMS), which can provide quantitative mass
spectra of nonrefractory aerosol components, demonstrated
great advantages in aerosol studies,1 and the mass spectra were
used for PMF analysis. Zhang et al. coupled online AMS
measurements and PMF analysis to separate OA into hydro-
carbon-like components and several OOA components
(surrogate of secondary OA (SOA)) for 37 sites worldwide.2,4

This approach has since been developed further, and more OA
factors including biomass burningOA, coal combustionOA, and
cooking OA have been deconvolved.22−24 In recent years, AMS
was also applied to offline measurements of aerosol samples,
where particles generated from the solutions of aerosol
components extracted from filter samples were analyzed.25

This extension of the AMS analysis has been successfully applied
to the characterization of the chemical structure and the source
apportionment of OA.3,10,26−28 For instance, Huang et al.26

identified and quantified sources of aerosols over China using
offline AMS analysis ofWSOMand other techniques, and offline
AMS measurements were also applied to long-term source
apportionment of OA in Europe.29 Source apportionments
based on offline AMS analysis focused only on WSOM, and the
sources of WISOM and subfractions of WSOM remain unclear.
The link of information available from fractionation and
statistical analysis should be investigated to obtain insights
into OA sources and formation processes.
Here, we combined the chemical fractionation of total OA

with PMF analysis to better understand OA sources and the
relationship between two grouping methods. Solvent extraction
and SPE were applied to separate atmospheric OA in total
suspended particle (TSP) samples from Beijing throughout a
year into HP-WSOM, HULIS, and WISOM fractions. The
chemical structural characteristics of the three fractions,
including the O/C ratios, were analyzed using high-resolution
AMS (HR-AMS). Additionally, the organic mass concentrations
of each fraction were quantified based on AMS analysis, which
overwhelms conventional quantification based on carbon alone.
The mass spectra of three fractions were subjected to PMF
analysis to elucidate the source contributions to the respective
fractions. Furthermore, to understand the structural character-
istics of the sources, the relationship between different sources
and functional groups of organic compounds from FT-IR
analysis is also discussed.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Collection, Extraction, and Fractionation. TSP
samples were collected from April 2012 to March 2013 at the
Tower campus of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese
Academy of Sciences in Beijing, among which 45 were analyzed
in this study. Aerosol samples were collected on quartz fiber
filters (Pallflex, 8 × 10 in.) that were prebaked at 450 °C for 6 h.
Each sample was collected for 1−4 days (mostly 3 days)
continuously using a high-volume air sampler (TISCH) at a flow
rate of 1.0 m3 min−1. Details of the sample information are given
in Table S1.
Three circle cuts (diameter: 14 mm) from the respective filter

samples were subjected to the extraction of OA components.
First, WSOM was extracted three times sequentially by
ultrasonication for 15 min with 3.3 g of Milli-Q water, followed
by filtration through a 0.2 μm PTFE filter (Millex). After
extraction by water, the same sample filters were further
ultrasonicated once with 3 g of methanol and subsequently three
times with 3.3 g of a dichloromethane/methanol (2/1, v/v)
mixture to obtain the WISOM fraction. More details can be
found in Chen et al.3 WSOM was further fractionated into
HULIS and HP-WSOM fractions using solid-phase extraction.
AnOasis HLB column, which is often employed for the isolation
of HULIS,12 was used for extraction in the one-step method
described in Varga et al.30 and Lin et al.31 In brief, the extracted
solution containing WSOM was adjusted to pH = 2 and then
loaded on the Oasis HLB cartridge. The organics in the effluent,
which contain highly hydrophilic matter,30 were regarded asHP-
WSOM. After drying the loaded cartridge by N2, the absorbed
HULIS fraction was eluted with 6mL of methanol. The recovery
of the SPE was 97 ± 5%, which is based on the analysis of the
concentrations of organics in four samples (Table S2). Three
blank samples were also collected before, during, and after
sample collection. The blank samples were subjected to
extraction and analyzed in the same manner as the TSP samples.

HR-AMS and Other Chemical Analyses. Each extract
solution of OA fractions was atomized with dehumidified
compressed air using a homemade atomizer coupled to a syringe
pump. The generated aerosol was dried by passing through two
diffusion scrubbers (silica gel and activated carbon). Then, the
air transferring the particles was replaced with high-purity Ar
using a gas exchange device, and the particles were subsequently
analyzed using a high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass
spectrometer (HR-AMS, Aerodyne Research). Between the
analysis of two extract samples, water or methanol was supplied
to the atomizer in the same manner to minimize any possible
memory effect. The HR-AMS was operated in both V and W
modes. The AMS data were analyzed using Squirrel v1.62 and
Pika v1.22 software (http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/
ToFAMSResources/ToFSoftware/). With the gas exchanger,
for particle-free filtered air using a HEPA filter, the signal ofm/z
28 was reduced by 99.98% in the difference spectra from tests
with and without blocking air/particle beams. Pika was used to
analyze high-resolution spectra and categorize all organic
fragments into CxHy, CxHyO1, CxHyO>1, CxHyNz, CxHyONz,
CxHyO>1Nz, HyOq, and CS groups. Elemental analysis based on
Canagaratna et al.32 was performed to determine theO/C, H/C,
N/C, and organic matter-to-organic carbon (OM/OC) ratios.
Phthalic acid was used as an internal standard to quantify the
atmospheric OM concentrations of all extracts. A same RIE
value was applied to both OA fractions and phthalic acid; the
quantification based on this condition was validated in our
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previous study (Chen et al.,3 where the condition of the RIE was
not described explicitly). The OC concentrations were
subsequently calculated by dividing OM concentrations by
OM/OC ratios.
The functional groups of each fraction were analyzed by

diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy
(DRIFTS) using an FT-IR spectrometer. Organic carbon and
elemental carbon were analyzed using an OC/EC carbon
aerosol analyzer. Three biomass burning tracers, levoglucosan,
galactosan, and mannosan, were measured by gas chromatog-
raphy−mass spectrometry (GC/MS). The concentrations of
OC/EC and three biomass burning tracers were also reported
elsewhere.33,34 The details of the methods are presented in the
SI.
PMF Analysis. To investigate the potential sources of each

organic fraction, a series of high-resolution mass spectra of all
three fractions (HP-WSOM, HULIS, and WISOM) from W-
mode AMS analysis were subjected to PMF analysis using the
PMF Evaluation Toolkit (PET) v 3.05.35 Each spectrum
consisted of 380 high-resolution fragment peaks from m/z 12
to 130, and a total of 135 spectra (45 spectra × 3 fractions) were
used for the analysis. The corresponding error matrix was
calculated according to Allan et al.36 Finally, a seven-factor
solution with fpeak = −0.2 was chosen as an optimal solution
(Figure S5). Among these factors, three had highly similar
spectra and were combined as a single factor. Hence, a five-factor
solution is discussed (Figure S6). Because residuals account for
only 4 ± 4% (mean ± SD), 3 ± 4%, and 2 ± 4% of HP-WSOM,
HULIS, and WISOM, respectively (Figure S12), the propor-
tions of the respective factors in OA fractions were
approximated by the sums of five factors. Furthermore, to
infer the relationship between the PMF analysis of the extracted
OA fractions and conventional PMF analysis using online AMS
data, PMF analysis was performed for the summed spectra,
which were calculated by summing the spectra from three
fractions into a single spectrum. A five-factor solution was also
obtained by this method. More details of the analysis are
provided in the SI.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Atmospheric Concentrations of Extracted OA Frac-
tions. The OC concentrations of HP-WSOM, HULIS, and
WISOM from the offline AMS analysis are presented in Figure 1
with the concentrations of total OC measured using an OC/EC
analyzer. The seasonal variations in OM concentrations are
presented in Table S3. The mass concentrations of the extracted
organic matter (EOM = HP-WSOM + HULIS + WISOM) and
organic carbon for all samples were 34.6± 17.8 μg m−3 (mean±
SD) and 17.1 ± 7.5 μg C m−3, respectively. The extraction
efficiency on a carbon basis was 81 ± 24%, which was calculated
by comparing the OC in EOM to the OC of filter derived using
the OC/EC analyzer. On average, the most abundant fraction
was HP-WSOM with a concentration of 16.5 ± 14.6 μg m−3,
followed byWISOM (10.7± 4.5 μg m−3) andHULIS (7.3± 2.8
μg m−3). In contrast, WISOM (7.7 ± 3.3 μg C m−3) was the
most abundant fraction on a carbon basis, which contributed
45% of EOM, followed byHP-WSOM (5.5± 4.8 μg Cm−3) and
HULIS (3.9 ± 1.5 μg C m−3). The concentrations in this study
should capture the seasonal variations for a whole year to some
extent because the sampling duration of 45 samples covered
more than 35% of a year.
The sum of the three fractions showed similar higher

concentrations in spring, autumn, and winter (38.9−39.8 μg
m−3) than in summer (24.0 μg m−3, Table S3). HP-WSOM was
determined at markedly higher concentrations in spring,
autumn, and winter (17.5−21.9 μg m−3) than in summer (9.1
μg m−3). HULIS showed a relatively small seasonal variation
(6.4−8.7 μg m−3). WISOM showed relatively high concen-
trations in autumn (12.2 μgm−3) and winter (12.6 μgm−3), with
similar proportions in different seasons. In summer, all three
fractions showed the lowest concentrations. The higher OM
concentration in winter than in summer is consistent with other
observations in Beijing37 and is explained at least in part by
enhanced coal combustion and biomass burning emissions in
winter.24,38,39 Despite the higher concentration in winter,
HULIS accounted for a lower proportion (22%) of OM in
winter, suggesting that the elevated emission of coal combustion
contributed to OA fractions other than HULIS in winter.13

Figure 1. OC concentrations of HP-WSOM, HULIS, and WISOM, and total OC concentrations from OC/EC analysis in Beijing. The pie chart
represents the proportions of the mean OC concentrations among the three fractions. The scatter diagram shows the relationship between OC from
the OC/EC analysis and summed OC of three fractions.
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Chemical Structural Characteristics of Extracted OA
Fractions. Figure 2 presents the average HR-AMS spectra for
the respective extracted fractions. The mass spectra of HP-
WSOM were characterized by two distinct peaks of CO+ (m/z
28) and CO2

+ (m/z 44). CO2
+ is considered a marker of

oxygenated OA, which derived partly from carboxylic acids.40

The O/C ratio of HP-WSOM was 1.36, indicating the highly
oxygenated nature of this fraction. The CxHyO1 and CxHyO>1
fragments contributed on average 42 and 30% of the spectra,
respectively, with nearly constant proportions in different
seasons.
HR-AMS spectra of HULIS were mainly contributed by 35%

of CxHyO1, 15% of CxHyO>1, and 42% of CxHy fragments, and
the O/C ratio of HULIS was 0.56. The high proportion of
oxygenated hydrocarbon fragments indicates possible aging
processes. As explained above, the proportion of HULIS in
summer was high; in addition, oxygenated hydrocarbon
fragments in HULIS accounted for a slightly higher proportion
in summer (55%) than in winter (49%, Table S4). A possible
explanation is that aqueous-phase reactions and photochemical
processing contributed to the formation of HULIS because of
the high relative humidity (RH) and solar radiation in summer
in Beijing.38 The CHON group (CxHyNz and CxHyONz), a
nitrogen-containing fragment group, contributed 5% of the
HULIS spectra. This group relates to nitrogen-containing
compounds (NOCs), which play an important role in the
light absorption property of HULIS.41

WISOM consisted mainly of the CxHy fragment, which
accounts for 76% of organics. The remaining part of OM was
mainly composed of CxHyO1 (16%), CxHyO>1 (6%), and
CxHyNz (1%). The high proportion of CxHy fragments resulted
in an extremely low O/C ratio of WISOM (0.17). Although the
CxHy fragment showed the highest intensity in winter, its
proportion became the lowest (71%), which was caused by
enhanced contributions from CxHyO1 and CxHyO>1 fragments
in winter (Table S4). Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs), mainly originating from fossil fuel combustion,42

were also identified from HR-AMS spectra in the WISOM
fraction (Figure S4). The analysis of HR-AMS spectra shows
that PAHs contributed an average of 0.53% toWISOM. The O/
C and H/C ratios of the three fractions are presented in the van
Krevelen diagram in Figure S3. ForWISOM andHULIS, the O/
C and OM/OC ratios derived from the HR-AMS spectra are
generally consistent with those from the FT-IR spectra (Figure
S3).

PMF Factors. Five factors were chosen as the optimal
solution of PMF analysis for the AMS spectra of HP-WSOM,
HULIS, and WISOM. These factors are assigned to fossil fuel
OA (FFOA), cooking-like OA (COA), biomass burning OA
(BBOA), less oxidized oxygenated OA (LO-OOA), and more
oxidized oxygenated OA (MO-OOA). First, the spectral profiles
and concentrations of the respective factors will be discussed,
followed by examining the sources of the respective extracted
fractions (HP-WSOM, HULIS, and WISOM) in the next
section. The concentrations of factors in total OA were
calculated by summing the concentrations in the three fractions.
Note that the PMF analysis is to understand the types and
sources of EOM (estimated to be on average 81% of the total
OA). Hence, some OA that are resistant to solvent extraction
may not or only partly be analyzed. The factor profiles are
presented in Figure S6. The contribution of each factor to the
total OA is illustrated in Figure 3, and the time series of each
factor with respect to the total OA is shown in Figure S7.
The first factor has a distinct spectral pattern, where 85% of

spectral signals are contributed by the CxHy fragment, and the
calculated O/C ratio is low (0.10). Based on these character-
istics, this factor is identified as FFOA, which is related to traffic
and coal combustion emissions. A high positive correlation (R =
0.68) was found between FFOA and EC, a tracer for primary
combustion emissions (Figure S7). Although several studies
separated traffic OA and coal combustion OA (CCOA) from
PMF analysis in winter in Beijing,24,26 separation of these two
factors was not successful in this study. This may be caused by
low coal combustion activity in the non-heating season; for

Figure 2. Average HR-AMS spectra of WISOM, HULIS, and HP-WSOM. The percentages in the pie charts represent the relative contributions of the
respective fragment groups in the spectra of the three fractions.
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example, Hu et al.24 resolved the coal combustion factor only in
winter, not in summer, in Beijing. The mean concentration of
FFOAwas 8.1 μg m−3, which accounted for 24% of the total OA.
The BBOA factor was identified from the fragments atm/z 60

(C2H4O2
+) and m/z 73 (C3H5O2

+), which are known to be
contributed by the biomass burning tracer levoglucosan and
related anhydrous sugars.43,44 The time series of BBOA was well
correlated with the biomass burning tracers (levoglucosan,
galactosan, and mannosan, Figure S7). BBOA contributed 6% of
organics with a mean concentration of 2.1 μg m−3. A
considerable seasonal variation (seasonal mean: 0.7−4.6 μg
m−3) with a maximum in winter was observed (Figures 3 and
S7), which can be explained by the contribution from residential
heating in northern China.45

The COA factor has been widely reported in AMS-based
PMF source apportionment studies and contributes approx-
imately 6−30% of OA in urban areas.24,46 In this study, COA
was identified from the fragments C3H3O

+ and C3H5O
+, which

were regarded as cooking-related fragments or cooking tracers in
previous studies.22,46,47 Furthermore, the ratio ofm/z 55 (C4H7

+

+ C3H3O
+) to m/z 57 (C4H9

+ + C3H5O
+) was distinctly higher

than the ratios in other factors, which was also considered to be
characteristic of COA spectra.46 COA accounts for 12% of the
total OA with a mean concentration of 3.9 μg m−3, which is
comparable with the concentration from an ACSM-based PMF
study in Beijing (4.8 μg m−3, 13%).48 Although diurnal variation
is not available because of the 1- to 4-day filter sampling in our
study, the absence of clear seasonal variation (seasonal mean:
3.7−4.2 μg m−3) is consistent with the view that cooking activity
should be relatively constant throughout a year.
The remaining two factors are identified as LO-OOA and

MO-OOA based on the typical spectral patterns of strong peak
intensities at m/z 28, 43, and 44 with high O/C ratios of 0.56
and 1.40, respectively. MO-OOA (16.6 μg m−3, 50%) was much
more abundant than LO-OOA (2.6 μg m−3, 8%). Although
correlations between OOA factors and sulfate or nitrate have
been reported,4 correlations between OOA factors and spectral
signals originating from sulfate or nitrate were not obvious.
Possible reasons are a large uncertainty in offline AMS
measurements of sulfate due to low collection efficiency49 and
artifacts of nitrate during filter sampling. However, the distinct
spectral patterns and high O/C ratios of these two factors are
strong evidence to confirm that they are OOA factors. The two
OOA factors, which are regarded as products from the aging of
OA and OA precursor gases,1 constituted a majority of organics
(58%), and the proportion is comparable with those reported by
Hu et al.24 (49%) and Sun et al.39 (52−75%). Fossil fuel sources
should be an important contributor to the identified OOA
factors, considering previous 14C analysis showing that fossil
SOA contributed 45−65% of SOA mass in winter.26

Heterogeneous reaction products of biogenic volatile organic
compounds (BVOCs) would also be an important contributor
to OOA, especially in coarse particles.50

Sources of HULIS, WISOM, and HP-WSOM. The HULIS
fraction was mainly contributed by COA (40%), LO-OOA
(27%), and BBOA (21%, Figure 3). Biomass burning was
considered to be an important primary source of HULIS in
several studies,12,13,15,51 and it showed a distinct seasonal
variation, with higher concentrations in winter (2.9 μg m−3)
than in summer (0.6 μg m−3). Sixty-six percent of BBOA factors
contributed to HULIS and the rest to WISOM. The
contribution of BBOA to HULIS was lower than the
contributions reported by Ma et al.13 and Li et al.:51 the former
reported that BBOA accounted for 33% of HULIS in Beijing
using molecular tracers, and the latter suggested that residential
biofuel contributed 47% of HULIS based on CMAQ modeling.
The observed lower contribution could be because part of
BBOA was aged during transport to become OOA factors, and
the residential biofuel for cooking could be partly regarded as
COA. In this study, COA was identified as an important source
of HULIS in an urban environment, which has rarely been
mentioned before.13,51 TheCOA factor, which has a higher O/C
ratio (0.38) than fresh cooking aerosol,52 could have
experienced aging to some extent because the sampling site
locates in a research institute area. A mean proportion of 73% of
COA contributed to HULIS and the rest were in WISOM, and
this proportion varied in different seasons; it was higher in

Figure 3. Time series of the concentrations of five factors (FFOA,
COA, BBOA, LO-OOA, and MO-OOA) in the total OA, HP-WSOM,
HULIS, and WISOM. The percentages in the pie charts represent the
relative contributions of the mean concentrations of the respective
factors.
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spring, autumn, and winter (73−77%) than in summer (61%,
Figure S9). These proportions tend to be higher than those
reported in other studies,27,53 which could attribute to the
difference in the sources, the degree of aging, and different
analytical methods such as the proportion of water to samples
that used to extract WSOM. In addition to primary OA, LO-
OOA and MO-OOA contributed 27 and 12% of HULIS,
respectively, which are comparable values to the contribution of
secondary formation to HULIS in the two studies mentioned
above.13,51 Heterogeneous accretion reactions may be the main
secondary process of HULIS formation, as suggested by Zheng
et al.12

WISOM was mainly contributed by FFOA (77%), followed
by COA (10%), MO-OOA (7%), and BBOA (6%). FFOA was
the dominant source of WISOM with a mean concentration of
8.1 μg m−3. A similar high contribution of fossil sources to
WISOC (73%) in Beijing was reported based on 14C analysis.54

FFOA showed much higher concentrations in autumn (9.8 μg
m−3) and winter (9.5 μg m−3) than in summer (5.7 μg m−3),
which is explained by enhanced coal combustion in cold seasons.
Almost all of the FFOA was attributed to WISOM. Abundant
alkyl fragments (CnH2n+1, CnH2n−1) and PAH fragments, which
are characteristic of FFOA,24,55 are identified in WISOM mass
spectra, indicating a close relationship between the FFOA factor
and WISOM. Nonnegligible amounts of COA and BBOA also
contributed to WISOM, although both mainly contributed to
HULIS. This result confirms that COA and BBOA factors
explain part of the chemical structures of WISOM and HULIS,
although they were chemically separated by solvent extraction
and SPE. Hence, factor spectra should represent specific
chemical structures in different extracted OA fractions. In
WISOM, the BBOA factor showed a strong seasonal variation
with a substantial contribution in winter and almost no
contribution in summer. This seasonal variation pattern is
different from that in HULIS, where substantial contributions
also occur in spring and summer as oppose to WISOM (Figures
3 and S8). Hence, BBOA components were more water-
insoluble in winter, while they still represent a unique chemical

structure, as seen in its spectral pattern. In summer, compounds
containing the chemical structures represented by the BBOA
factor may have contained fewer alkyl groups and/or may have
been more oxygenated, resulting in higher water solubility. This
could be attributed to stronger photochemical processes in
summer and/or different biomass burning sources in summer
and winter.
More than 99% ofHP-WSOMwas found to be contributed by

two OOA factors, as expected from the high similarity of the
OOA and HP-WSOM spectra (Figures 2 and S6). MO-OOA
was the most abundant factor, accounting for 96% of HP-
WSOM with a mean concentration of 15.0 μg m−3. It showed
distinct concentration peaks during heavily polluted periods
characterized by high OC, indicating that severe OA pollution
events in Beijing were mainly controlled by SOA.26 Aqueous-
phase processes should have played an important role in the
formation of MO-OOA.56 LO-OOA in HP-WSOM had a much
lower mean concentration (0.7 μg m−3), accounting for 4% of
HP-WSOM. Only 25% of LO-OOA contributed to HP-WSOM,
while most (73%) was found in HULIS. The concentration of
total LO-OOA in EOM was slightly lower in summer (2.4 μg
m−3) than in other seasons (2.5−3.1 μg m−3). In summer, LO-
OOA would mainly originate from photochemical processes.24

In other seasons, LO-OOA is more likely to originate from the
aging of combustion-related aerosols from heating.39 The other
three factors contributed less than 1% of HP-WSOM, showing
that they are not important in this fraction.

Relationship between Functional Groups and Sources
of OA. Although the factor profiles represented by mass spectra
provide information on chemical structures, the fragmentation
of molecules by the electron ionization source of the AMS
hampers direct investigation of the chemical structures. Hence,
to complement the AMS analysis, FT-IR spectra of the extracted
OAwere analyzed to quantify organic functional groups and find
their connections with PMF factors.
Pearson’s correlation analysis was employed to find the

relationship between functional groups and PMF factors for
HULIS and WISOM (Table S5). The FT-IR spectra of HP-

Figure 4. Schematic diagram depicting the contributions of different sources to different organic aerosol fractions (WISOM, HULIS, and HP-
WSOM). Arrows represent atmospheric processes. HULIS was governed by cooking-like OA (COA), less oxidized oxygenated OA (LO-OOA), and
biomass burningOA (BBOA).WISOMwas dominated by fossil fuel OA (FFOA) with smaller but nonnegligible contributions fromCOA,MO-OOA,
and BBOA. Some specific chemical structures to identify sources were found inWISOM andHULIS. HP-WSOMwas governed byOOA (LO-OOA +
MO-OOA), which should come from the oxidation of gaseous compounds in emissions and the aging of organics via the formation of WISOM and
HULIS.
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WSOMwere not analyzed because of possible interference from
inorganic salts. In HULIS, COA was well correlated with
nonacid carbonyl, alkyl, carboxylic acid, and hydroxyl groups (R
= 0.46−0.50). BBOA, another important contributor to HULIS,
showed similar correlation coefficients (0.45−0.47) with
carboxylic acid, alkyl, and hydroxyl groups. This result is
consistent with the report that a substantial quantity of carbonyl,
either in the form of acid or nonacid, was found in biomass
burning emissions.57 ForWISOM, themost abundant factor was
FFOA, which showed the strongest correlation with alkyl groups
(R = 0.81). Additionally, carboxylic acid and nonacid carbonyl
groups had a relatively high correlation with FFOA (R > 0.6).
This result indicates that the FFOA factor in Beijing was mainly
associated with alkyl groups, followed by carboxylic acid and
nonacid carbonyl groups. A low correlation with aromatics
suggests that they are not major contributors to FFOA.
Interestingly, BBOA in WISOM showed strong correlations
with nonacid carbonyl (R = 0.77) and aromatics (R = 0.68),
which were not observed for BBOA in HULIS. This result
implies that the chemical structures of compounds contributing
to the BBOA factor are different between WISOM and HULIS,
where the compounds in HULIS are more water-soluble in the
presence of more carboxylic acid and hydroxyl groups.58

Novelty of the Results and Possible Applications to
Future Studies. For the first time, the contributions of different
sources to HP-WSOM, HULIS, and WISOM were identified
and quantified from the same set of atmospheric aerosol
samples. By combining the fractionation of complexOA utilizing
both wet chemical analysis and PMF analysis based on offline
AMS measurements, the relationship between chemically
separated OA compound groups and mathematically derived
PMF factors has been clarified (Figure 4). Importantly, we
identified and quantified distinct sources that govern respective
OA fractions. HP-WSOM, the fraction with the highest degree
of oxygenation, was almost fully contributed by OOA. HULIS, a
widely studied fraction with a moderate O/C ratio, was
dominated by COA, LO-OOA, and BBOA. WISOM, the least
oxygenated fraction, which received much less attention than
WSOM, was dominated by FFOAwith small contributions from
COA and BBOA. COA and BBOA, two different factors with
unique spectral patterns, were found to contribute to both
HULIS and WISOM, which have different compositions. These
results indicate that PMF factors from the offline AMS analysis
are associated with specific substructures in molecules. This kind
of chemical structure is closely related to specific types of OA
sources and/or atmospheric chemical processes (Figure 4).
The results from this study would be helpful for further

studies of the source apportionment of OA and the association
of the properties and sources of OA components. For the source
apportionment of OA, explicit source identification of aged OA
is still challenging, but a combination of PMF analysis of offline
AMS data and molecular tracer analysis would help to improve
the source apportionment of aged OA in the future. In addition,
our approach would improve the understanding of the
properties of OA components, for example, by facilitating the
development of quantitative structure−activity relationship
(QSAR) models. We encourage more studies to clarify the
relationship between OA fractions and the sources or chemical
processes of OA based on the presented method. For example, it
is important to know whether specific structures of BBOA exist
in both HULIS and WISOM in fresh conditions just after
emissions or if the fresh compounds are more abundant in
WISOM and are converted to water-soluble HULIS compounds

that retain the BBOA structures after aging. Future studies on
fresh biomass burning aerosols based on the approach of this
study could improve the understanding of the aging processes.
Moreover, extending this study using other types of fractiona-
tion methods (e.g., SEC) both manually and automatically
(using preparative LC) may also provide more insights into the
relationships between the sources and fractions of OA.
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